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DIRECTORS DIALOGUE
Dear Valued Clients,
We welcome you to our Newsletter.
This year, and indeed the pandemic itself, can’t last forever (thank
goodness!). It’s a cliché but it’s true – we’re all in this together. No one
escaped the pandemic whether in our careers, families, education or
travel plans, we were all affected in some way. There’s no hiding it was a
tough year for everyone. Without going into the gritty detail, it’s fine to
admit this year was a challenging one for businesses.
However, we should end it by turning our attention to better things to
come. We’re all hoping for a better 2021 – one where we once again
find our feet and go on to achieve bigger and brighter things, hoping
for a better year really is something we can all agree on.
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank my dedicated team, our
suppliers and most importantly our customers for their business and
loyalty.
On behalf of the BHD Storage Solutions team, we would like to wish you
& your families a very Merry Christmas & a prosperous, healthy New
Year.
Sincerely,
Jessica Zhu,
Managing Director

Unit 3/49 Calarco Drive ,
Derrimut Vic 3030
Ph: 03 8671 1500
E: Sales@bhdstorage.com.au
W: www.bhdstorage.com.au
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BHD Storage Solutions is Global

BHD Storage Solutions is a global manufacturer
BHD Storage Solutions is a leading global manufacturer and supplier, responsible
for creating storage solutions around the world.
Our innovative thinking and ‘can-do’ approach, coupled with the way we engage with our
stakeholders, drives us to outperform our client’s expectation. We make our client’s goals our goals,
establishing long term, cost-effective outcomes that add real value to projects.
We have a proven track record for designing and delivering projects for our clients. Our core values
coupled with our disciplined approach to development and project management, result in projects
delivered on time, on budget and to a quality that all parties are pleased with.
With a global footprint, BHD provides leading global brands with storage systems to increase client’s
productivity, efficiencies, safety and distribution.
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BHD Project
Delivery
Woodhouse
Timber
BHD Storage Solutions are proud to have been involved
in Woodhouse Timber Company’s newly completed
7,200m2 warehouse in Brisbane.
Woodhouse custom designed the warehouse to achieve
increased storage capacity
through the implementation of new racking and
warehouse management systems. The end result has
been a large increase in the capacity to store and supply
timber products to its customers.
BHD Storage Solutions were involved from the early
stages of planning and designed a racking system that
would meet Woodhouse’s expansion requirements.
Part of the brief was to optimise the available space to allow for
the storage of the highest possible amount of timber packs of
various lengths per meter 2 of floor space.
The proposal we put forward was to use 9mt high double-sided
cantilever. By going up to 9mt high over a standard 5.8mt
column, reduced the floor space requirement by 37%. The use
of narrow aisle fork lifts by Woodhouse allowed us to bring the
aisle widths down to 2330mm from a standard aisle of 3400mm.
This decreased the unproductive floor space compared to
standard aisles by 35%. In total, 1500m2 of floor space was
saved by the introduction of the 9mt columns and narrow
aisles, an estimated saving of $1,500,000 in land and building
costs.

"How you sell matters. What your process is
matters. But how your customers feel when
they enggage with you matters more"
- TIFFANY BOVA -
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New vs. Old Racking

New vs Used Pallet Racking
When comparing the benefits of new vs used pallet racking, there are a few factors that often get overlooked. While
second-hand materials are generally viewed as a budget friendly option, buying used racking may not be as cheap as
you think - it will have to be replaced over and over again.

Some questions to ask before buying used
racking:

The benefits of buying new pallet racking:

Do you know the history of the racking?

You can be confident of the history of the rack

Can the supplier provide sufficient load data?

Load bearing capacity is certified

Will compatible materials for repairs or modifications

100% confidence in the quality

be available when you need them?

Materials always available

What’s the condition of the racks?

Often receive a discount for buying in bulk

Does the rack meet current codes and regulations?

Cost effective to maintain

Does the solution meet your facility’s needs exactly?

Adheres to current Australian Standards

What is the overall cost compared to new racking?
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BHD Storage Solutions
National Conference 2020
BHD Storage Solutions has successfully
wrapped up 2020 with an informative end of
year National Conference via Zoom.
Our dynamic team is in the process of
developing new opportunities and working on
continuous improvement to achieve best
practice.
We’re preparing for a refreshing break and
planning for a successful year ahead.

Thank you to all our valuable clients & suppliers for
your continued support.
On behalf of the BHD Storage Solutions team, we would like
to wish you & your families a very Merry Christmas & a prosperous New Year.
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